Introduction
Establishing the meanings of individual words is a problem whose ideal solution doesn't exist (cf. Reuning, 1973: 265) . The problem in this general formulation and the ideas of certain German linguists indicate some difficulties and solutions in determining the meanings of words. The American linguist Karl Reuning advocates the idea that only from the context can be established the content of a word (Reuning, 1973: 265) . The German linguist Leo Weisgerber believes that dictionaries are the most authoritative works in vocabulary analysis. He starts to look for a satisfactory solution to the problem of lexical meaning determination. Dictionaries are alphabetical ordered and present words-entries following phonetic criteria, supplementing them with meaning indications (germ. Bedeutungsangaben, cf. Weisgerber, 1973: 194) . The meaning indications: how to use a word, paraphrases, defi-nitions, help only when the word is already known or when at least one meaning of a polysemous word is known (preferably the basic meaning). Without this prior knowledge, even the best dictionaries do not offer the best solution. These indications are generally the result of traditional research of the vocabulary, marked sometimes by a misunderstanding of the meaning. Meaning was commonly conceived as something outside language, being located somewhere in the human mind, something borrowed to language from outside. Only the linguistic sign, unilaterally seen as sound, belonged to language.
Lexical Meaning in the Semiotic Triangle
The double semiotic schema contained only facts (extralinguistic) and words (linguistic; cf. Weisgerber, 1973: 195) . Although the facts had an extralinguistic nature, the meaning, even wrong seen outside language, was not in semiotic schema. According to this schema, using a word, for example germ. Tisch, is considered and named a state of things. Each language would have such a word for the same state of things. The vocabulary would be only an amount, an inventory of labels. But naming a state of things as Tisch requires an understanding and evaluation of this state (Weisgerber, 1973: 196) . This understanding is produced in a particular historical language, in this case German language.
From these reflections result that in the semiotic schema should be involved a third layer that provides understanding, evaluating and ordering the state of things -a conceptual layer (Weisgerber, 1973: 196) . If a third layer exists, the concept, than words are not simple designations. The third component, the concept, was originally located in things, in nature, but one example can demonstrate this improper positioning. In German language, a true berry (example: orange -germ. Apfelsine, Orange) is not designated as a berry (Beere). But fruits that are not berries (ex. raspberries, strawberries) are designated Beere (germ. Himmelbeere, Erdbeere). This example shows that understanding and evaluation are not from nature, from the extralinguistic reality. There is a clear separation between things and the conceptual layer.
If the concepts are not given from nature to man, than man himself understands and evaluates the state of facts. It is interesting to see how man assesses and comes to concepts mastery. There are three possible answers: this evaluation belongs to individual man, to whole humanity or to linguistic community. Asking a man to determine the exact content of a word, he will not succeed in a satisfactory and sufficient way to explain ordinary words. Although he has an (innate) ability to explain in terms of proximate genus and specific differences, however he will hardly be able to determine the content. So although man has the ability to define, however he access with difficulty to the concept. However the analytical effort is big enough and means, from a lexicographical perspective, the difficulty of choosing (or searching, in the absence of variants) the proximate genus and specific differences. The speaker has the feeling of language, but the failure of awareness, of analytical experience. These difficulties can be overcome by the knowledge of the laws of language building. But these laws can become familiar only to the lexicographer (linguist), but not to the ordinary speaker. On the opposite side is all the humanity, who could (theoretically) give an answer to this thorny problem by comparing languages. All languages have a variety of designations for things, almost parallel lists of words. However, there are not two words from two different languages to completely cover their content. As seen, the law of understanding, evaluation and ordering comes not from nature, neither from man (also he could determinate easily and accurately the lexical meaning). This law, that evaluates the reality, stays in language, the conceptual layer added to the semiotic schema is located in language, and the word belonging to language is not just a sign, but a sound conceptual whole.
The German word grau "gray" is correctly used by any native German speaker, but it cannot receive a clear definition. The word is perceived as sitting between weiss "white" and Schwarz "black". From this point of view, the definition refers to these two words. Therefore, the lexical meaning is not an individual value, but a "positional value" (Weisgerber, 1973: 202) . Thus the lexical meaning results from the whole, in relationship with his "neighbors" from the same lexical field. Inside the vocabulary, the configurations show the contents in relationship with the structured whole and the words are linked together through the content. Trier's initial idea about presence of all members of a lexical field in the consciousness of the speaker, generated by a word, has been criticized and then revised by the linguist himself. However another idea, belonging to Weisgerber, about positional value of the words in the field, confirms that the lexical meaning determination requires the presence of at least some members of a lexical field.
The idea that the meaning is a well defined layer of the linguistic content is then exploited by Coşeriu in some types of linguistic content (Coseriu, 1994: xxx) . It is difficult to determine the meaning, or the content of a word, but it is more difficult to know how the content structures the worldview. The only solution of Weisgerber is to know the laws that organize the language content (Weisgerber, 1973: 325) . The theory of signs, through the attention given to the relationship between signifier and signified, mediated the knowledge of the content, but not entirely.
Theory of Semantic Changes
To see the changes of a field structure from one stage to another and the changes of the meaning, it can be compiled the history of the meaning, if the research looks for the whole vocabulary. The questions that Trier addresses to traditional Lexicology are about how the history of meaning conceived the semantic change, and how the abstract concepts were treated by the history of designation. Trier formulated quite clearly the idea of meaning change dependent on the structure change of lexical field. The question is if the previous German Lexicology was in the same time a history of meaning (Trier, 1973: 15) . Also, Trier is interested if the traditional Lexicology studied abstract concepts and what results got.
The concept of semantic change existed before, but it was created by analogy with the phonetic change, and it was appropriate only to the change of a single lexical meaning. It seems that traditional Lexicology (onomasiological Lexicology) studied the names of things rather than the meanings of these names. So the concrete concepts were privileged. Researching the designations of concepts such as "hand", while the thing is always the same, means to make the designations history of this concept. But it is difficult to research the designations of concepts as "intelligence", since the thing does not exist and the concept is held only with the word (Trier, 1973: 16) . Even more difficult is to talk about the history of designation in case of "intelligence", when we must talk about the history of designation for the entire field circumscribed to this concept.
In traditional Lexicology, the concept of semantic change was justified only for an individual word, isolated from other words. There were linguists (such as Stöcklein and Sperber, cf. Reuning, 1973: 250) , who argued that the meaning changes concern not the isolated word, but the word as part of a context (Reuning, 1973: 240) . However this formulation would rather justify the idea of identity between meaning and word use in text, rather than the intuition of the lexical field.
Language Content and Lexical Meaning
Both shortcomings of traditional Lexicology strengthened to Trier his conviction that a theory of meaning is incomplete with the meaning change of an individual word or with the history of designation only for concrete concepts. A theory of meaning must provide that "any meaning is meaning in the field" (Trier, 1973: 19) . But a field structure does not solve (is not a panacea to) all problems of the meaning. The old history of meaning, with the limited concept of semantic change, defined as history of words for certain concepts, could be misunderstood as a history of concepts. Trier says that a true history of concepts can be extracted only from the history of fields division (Trier, 1973: 22) . Given these considerations, the subject of the Lexicology research should be the structure of the lexical field and its change (from one language to another or from one language stage to another). The field of words should be considered in any lexicological study.
According to the series of the theories about the "internal form of language", Trier says and shows that the study of the field structure is a considerably part in the study of the internal form of language (Trier, 1973: 19, 20) . The words composition was Humboldt's example for the analysis of the internal form of language (Humboldt, 2008: 87) . Given the further contribution of Coşeriu concerning the language type, in particular the Roman type of Romanian language, every language is characterized by a certain internal form, by a certain type of conceptual formation (Coşeriu, 1994: 88) . Trier underlines the fact that it is not possible to identify the internal forms of two languages comparing individual words. Only the research of a field structure may be the basis to compare two languages or two stages of the same language.
The original theory of the "internal form of language" (in Humboldt's formulation) stated that this form is independent of temporal changes and is valid for two languages comparison. Trier takes again the independence time issue, saying that once the field structure is an essential feature of the internal form of language, and if the structure changes, also the internal form changes (Trier, 1973: 21) , and the worldview changes.
Before Trier, the vocabulary research was limited to word, and the linguist proposes an exhaustive research, because the lexical meaning is only a part of the language content. For this purpose it is necessary to distinguish between lexical meaning research (germ. Bedeutungsforschung) and language content research (concept taken from Humboldt; germ. Sprachinhaltforschung) (Trier, 1973a: 116) . There is a difference in value between the two types of research. If from the entire language content through division (structure) we arrive to word (individual item), from the amount of words meanings it is difficult to get the entire vocabulary content. So it is necessary to investigate the content by the algorithm: the whole before the parts and division before meaning.
Nineteenth century Linguistics conceived the language as a dynamic phenomenon, as becoming. Meaning research was identified with history of meaning through the theory of semantic changes (Trier, 1973a: 118) . With Saussure, attention is paid to language state, and the word, as relationship between expression and content, is thought as a part of the language, as whole and structure. To see this it should be studied first the language being and then the language becoming. Humboldt's concept of articulation is assimilated and rendered by Saussure's idea of structure (cf. Trier, 1973a: 118; Wartburg, 1973: 162) .
Saussure underlines the importance of synchronic Linguistics to recover what the diachronic Linguistics did not research (Saussure, 1998: 117) . He distinguishes between two types of Linguistics without separating them, how Trier things (Trier, 1973a: 119; Wartburg, 1973: 163) . To understand Trier's position, it is necessary to see that Saussure conceives in theory the interdependence of two Linguistics, but he makes in practice synchronic Linguistics. Trier is probably looking at Saussure for the same interdependence in practice between language becoming and being. Not finding them, he identifies two areas where this problem was solved: general Linguistics and vocabulary research (Trier, 1973a: 119) . In the second area, vocabulary research, there are two directions: a "psycholinguistics" direction represented by Wartburg and his additions to Gilliéron (Wartburg, 1973: 163) , and a "historical-conceptual" direction represented by Trier (himself) and Weisgerber (Trier 1934: 119) .
The direction proposed by Wartburg represents, according Trier, an alternative to Saussurian separation. In an example there are alternate linguis-tic stages (corresponding to synchronic Linguistics) and language changes (corresponding to diachronic Linguistics). The vocabulary science (Lexicology) must be descriptive and historical in the same time to capture the unitary reality of the language (Trier, 1973a: 119) . Thus, in French (specifically in the southern French dialects), is considered a state A in which there were the words: cattus "cat" and gallus "rooster" (Trier, 1973a: 119; Wartburg, 1973: 164) . With a phonetic change, the passage of ll to t, results in stage B the following situation: gat "cat" < cattus and *gat "rooster" < gallus. The result is an identical expression, an annoyng homonymy, because both words belong to the lexical field of animals and to the same part of speech. For their differentiation it was necessary to change *gat, and to replace it with the word vicarius from the series of expressive words for the content "rooster". This second change caused in stage C: "cat" gat < cattus and "rooster" bigey < vicarius. In conclusion, three stages of synchronic Linguistics were blending with two temporal changes: a phonetic change and an expression change. Wartburg intended to show the blending of the two types of Linguistics, he captured changes in lexical meaning, but no change in language content. It is changing the external substance (phonetic and expression), it can be identified some elements from the theory of meaning concerning vicarius (which changes its meaning, but it is only an individual semantic change) and from the theory of designaton, because "rooster" gains another designation. The piece of worldview (it is about only two contents) of the three stages is the same (Trier 1934: 122) . Vocabulary research will be complete when it will be able to monitor how the linguistic community from stage C sees something else than she known or seen in stage A, and this can be achieved by history of structuring, and this is the purpose of the historical-conceptual direction promoted by Trier and Weisgerber. The central point of this direction circumscribes concepts as: "field", "field division (structuring)", "change of the field structure" and "restructuring" (germ. Umgliederung; cf. Trier, 1973a: 119) .
Wartburg sees tensions in a linguistic stage between gat and *gat, caused by the identical expression that embarrassed the content distinction. Trier notes tensions between old and new content of germ. list "intelligent" (Trier, 1973a: 124) , solved by the field structure. Trier's example and conception are opposite to Wartburg's example. Trier makes history of meaning for the domain of "intelligence". There are blended the historical with the descriptive (certain periods of the German: 12 th and 13th centuries). There are changes in language content and in lexical meaning. Trier says that the language is an intermediary world between man and world (extralinguistic world), a world in which man has access to world being, but each language, as mother language, structures it in her way (Trier, 1973b: 129) .
The essence of language is to structure (Trier, 1973b: 130) . The essence of the word, (often) defined as an "inseparable unity" of expression ("body") and content ("soul"), is to be member of the vocabulary. At this moment, the vocabulary cannot be considered as a treasure (stock, as often characterized; see the thesaurus dictionaries). The vocabulary is a configuration in which the whole and his parts have a mutual relationship. Words are delimited (germ. ergliedern) from vocabulary, and vocabulary delimites himself (germ. ausgliedern) in words (Trier, 1973b: 131) .
There are two Saussurian ideas to discuss: the idea of vocabulary structure in which the word is seen as a part of the whole, and the idea of separation between diachrony and synchrony. Wartburg sees a net Saussurian antynomy, that is half overcoming by Gilliéron (Wartburg, 1973: 163, 166) by the passages from a synchrony to diachrony and from diachrony to another synchrony. Wartburg sees necessary to complete the work of Gilliér-on, to highlight the first Saussurian idea and to analyse the relationship between word and his "neighbors". There are two types of neighbors: stylistic synonyms (neglected by Gilliéron) and the designations of concepts from the same semantic domain, words from the same field of meaning. Both classes of words are called to replace a "sick" word, to change the expression with the same content. The replacement with a stylistic synonym has already been analyzed in the case of "rooster" (cf. Trier, 1973a: 119) .
This time the subject of the discussion is an example involving both classes of words. Gilliéron explains unsatisfactory (cf. Wartburg, 1973: 169) the replacement of the word fr. clavel "nail" with clavellus. He argued that the second term was specifically created to avoid the phonetic homonymy, and is a materialization of the system possibilities, in Coserian terms. This clavellus was not only between the possibilities of the system, but this word existed in language before the replacement. The word had a diminutive meaning, according to Wartburg, meaning disappeared from the linguistic community conscience under the replacement pressure. Therefore, it is not automatically created another word thanks to the possibilities of the system, but other words from language serve to replace the "sick" words. Even before the crash of homonymous terms clavel, the term clavellus was already in the lexical field clavus as change of the central concept. It designated a special type of nails, and in addition, as diminutive it occurred between clavel's emotional synonyms. The importance of the "neighbors" for the expression change, in terms of Wartburg, to replace a "sick" word, demonstrates how important is to study words as parts of a whole through mediation of semantic groups (Wartburg, 1973: 173) .
To underline how important is to study the meaning through the structure of the whole and not from individual words, Trier suggestively compares the vocabulary with a house on the ground of the organization of components (Trier, 1973c: 185) . Some parts of the house are fixed in time, ensure stability of the house, others are changing, but in permanent relationship with the support elements and the decorations of the house. Vocabulary has fixed portions, stable over time and parts that are changing over time and space. Conceptual pairs such as "big"/"small", "left"/"right" know changes over time or space, consisting, in analogy to a house parts, in replacing a stone with another, so in substance changes (Trier, 1973c: 185) . The language says nothing new in those places, and the worldview is the same. But if the place of stones changes, changes the content form too, what prevails is the visible transformation of the parts, and not the stones replacement. There is an opposition between events characterizing changes, stones substitutions and events concerning the parts transformations (Trier, 1973c: 186) . In the lexical field of intelligence in two different linguistic stages no term is the successor of other term, but the whole configuration of the second stage succeeds the first stage considered.
Structure of Reality and Linguistic Structuring
Speaking of semantic groups and of the relationship between history of things and history of designation, Wartburg distinguishes two groups of extralinguistic reality. There are two groups with a different essence: natural given groups who are stable over time, such as human body parts, kinship, weather phenomena and daily human activities, and another groups of manmade things who change over time, such as clothing, public institutions, public transport (Wartburg, 1973: 173) . As stable as can be the first group, it can register movements, while movements of the second group do not al-ways make linguistic changes.
The classic example (later resumed by Coşeriu) of the relationship between linguistic structuring and structure of reality, concerns a section of the lexical field of kinship names in Latin and Romance languages (Coseriu, 1964: 162) . Latin language distinguishes uncle and aunt from paternal and maternal line, while Romance languages have abandoned this distinction (Wartburg, 1973: 174) . The group of reality is constant, the thing did not change, but the attitude changed and this is evident in the language. Romans made legal difference between relatives from the two lines (paternal and maternal), but when legal difference disappears, disappears the linguistic difference from the consciousness of the speakers. The comparison between two languages is illustrated by an example of Öhmann. So the content "playing hide-and-seek and chess" is expressed by one word in three languages: germ. spielen, fr. jouer, engl. to play. Swedish language expresses it by two words leka "to play hide-end-seek" and spela "playing chess" (Öhmann, 1973: 312) . The two Swedish words differ on play and age dimension, one having the feature 'child' and the other the feature 'adult'. The corresponding term to each of three languages has not only two meanings, but it covers an unstructured part of the field and only the contact with Swedish shows clearly the double meaning. One of the Trier's postulates is the idea that there is a non-linguistic organization of human experience prior to linguistic structuring (cf. Germain, 1981: 42) . From Heger and Baldinger are held a few examples for how a language expresses by a single term an unstructured reality, and another language gives mores terms to the same, but structured reality. The examples are: fr. raisin -engl. grape, raisin; fr. poisson -sp. pez "live fish", pescado "fish for consumption"; fr. palmière -African languages with over 60 designations for palm (Germain, 1981: 51-52) . But while both fr. poisson and sp. pez and pescado evaluate the state of the fish as a genre, African languages do not even have a term for "palm", but have a lot of designations of palm varieties. In the same situation can also find many designations: varieties of horses in the Argentinean language, varieties of rice in Japanese (Copceag, 1998: 234) . In another situation is the concept "snow": fr. neige -in Eskimo there are more terms that evaluate different aspects of snow. The variety of experience (see the special relationship between Eskimos and the snow) determines the variety of linguistic segmentation in relation with the reality. Concerning palm, speaking by category and species, we can say: if the species are indifferent to a community, the name of the category it uses whenever it encounters a species. If species are important to a community, each species will have its own designation, without having a name for the category.
Conclusions
If the word is considered as a part of a text, then the meaning indications in dictionaries, drawn from texts, should solve the problem of the lexical meaning determination. According to some German linguists, specialists in lexical field theory, the word should be considered first as a part of the vocabulary. Therefore, in order to determine the lexical meaning, it is necessary to report it to the entire language.
Among the arguments supporting this report are: semiotic triangle, theory of semantic changes, distinction between lexical meaning and language content, differences between structure of reality and language structuring. The conceptual layer of the semiotic triangle indicates a law at the language level ordering and evaluating the reality. Semantic changes concern not only the individual words, but also the lexical fields and the whole vocabulary. Saussurian distinctions between synchrony and diachrony and between whole and part, and the difference between the structure of reality and the language structuring, require the distinction between lexical meaning and language content.
